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DISCOVER A 
NEW WAY  
TO WORK
vertical is the future of your digital world

You already use your favorite apps 

and devices for personal use to 

access all kinds of entertainment 

and lifestyle information. And now 

your business can operate just as 

easily.

With vertical you can decide 

what you want to use for work.  

And when you want to use it.  

And where.

Thanks to vertical, your business 

IT can operate in the same simple 

way as your smartphone.
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ALL DEVICES, 
ALL APPS 
AND YOUR 
BUSINESS IT
vertical is delivered ready to use 

and is so easy that every person 

can use it right away without  

requiring IT know-how in the  

company.

vertical includes the entire work 

environment including all of the 

end devices, the latest apps and 

your business IT for a monthly flat 

rate. IT investments and outdated 

technology are now a thing of the 

past.
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VERTICAL
DESIGNER

You can configure your digital 

work environment in the vertical 

designer very easily on your own. 

It’s as easy as pie and requires no 

special skills.

In our vertical Designer you con-

figure your company virtually and 

then decide how your company 

locations are to be equipped and 

which apps, end devices and ext-

ras your users should receive.

Once ordered, everything runs 

automatically. vertical provides 

the entire environment ready to 

Configuring your digital working world is as easy as 

using a car configurator in the internet 

use and looks after the transfer 

of your data and business IT. From 

then on you are vertical and can 

forget the word IT. 

And seeing as you can’t know to-

day what you’ll need tomorrow 

or how much you’ll grow, you can 

add or unsubscribe new users, 

end devices and apps any time.  

vertical scales things in such a way 

that suit you.

In order to facilitate this, our  

services in the vertical Fabric are 

operated in a standardized way 

and are failsafe. Your vertical 

workplace is constantly being 

updated in the background so 

that you can be as productive as 

possible. And this all comes at a 

monthly flat rate. Security and 

24/7 support included.

Simple configuration of your company 

Pay monthly only for  

what you really use 

Put together your  

vertical environment 
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vertical Desk

vertical Web

vertical Note

vertical Tab

vertical Conference
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FLEXIBEL5
vertical is made for people who aim for simplicity. It does not matter whether these  

people work in the office, are always on the go or call the meeting room their home.

 

vertical lets you work in a way that is right for you.
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VERTICAL
DESK
For all of you who have to wait on your  

computer in the mornings 

The vertical desk replaces the 

classic desktop PC.

All the apps and data are secure 

in the vertical Fabric and are only 

streamed to your vertical desk. 

This makes things faster and you 

can even move your desk as you 

like or continue to work seam- 

lessly from home with vertical 

Web.

Premium Display

vertical Receiver

• Rapid desktop performance

• Streams all apps and data on demand 

• Modern and minimalist design

• Razor-sharp HD resolution

• Optional dual screen setup

• For HD video calls and recordings 

• Top autofocus

High Quality Keyboard and Mouse 

Cordless Headset

• For web conferences and telephone services 

• Excellent voice quality

HD Webcam
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VERTICAL
WEB
Your complete office, accessible from every browser in the world  

Your business apps and data 

are also available on the go with  

vertical Web. Regardless of  

where you happen to be and which  

device you have at hand.  

vertical Web works everywhere 

there is Internet. Just log on in the 

browser and use all the functions.

vertical Web displays the same desktop 

environment as in the office  

Standard apps are loaded 

directly in the browser 
The ideal solution 

for on the go 
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VERTICAL
NOTE
vertical Note makes it possible to 

be fully productive offline without 

having to worry about security or 

support.

The super flat vertical Note wins 

over with state-of-the-art tech-

nology, impressive speed and high 

quality workmanship. With a long 

battery life designed for profes-

sionals, you can now work longer 

without recharging.

The optional desktop pack trans-

forms the vertical Note in the  

office into a stationary sys-

tem with a large HD screen and  

ergonomic keyboard leaving  

nothing to be desired. 

For people who are always on the go 

vertical Note Pro Edition 

(optional Standard Edition available)

Full-HD Display / optional 2 pieces 

HD-Webcam

Cordless Laser Mouse 

Ergonomic Keyboard

Docking Station for use  

in the office 
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VERTICAL
TAB

Apple iPad Pro

• Thin. Lightweight. Gigantic. 

The iPad makes for a thril-

ling user experience, even in  

business

In the vertical Tab series, we offer 

a range of best-of-class tablets 

which make working life more  

mobile. Whether it is the latest 

Apple iPad or Lenovo Tab with  

integrated beamer for perfect  

sales presentation with the  

client, there is the right device for  

everyone. 

Prior to delivery your vertical Tab 

is prepared for access to your  

vertical apps and data so that 

everything is always synchronized 

with your vertical Desk or vertical 

Note.

The vertical Tab is also offered 

at a monthly flat rate meaning 

that there are no one-time costs.  

Security and support are integra-

ted as with all vertical products.

Mobile reinforcement in daily life 
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VERTICAL
CONFERENCE

Close collaboration with  

colleagues and clients is becoming 

increasingly important. Especially 

with the growing trend towards a 

flexible workplace it is important 

to offer rooms which become crea-

tive places of exchange thanks to 

ideal equipment and furnishings.

With vertical Conference we  

provide an innovative platform 

which has the potential to do 

away with average conference 

room dreariness.

Connecting people audiovisually, 

working on documents together 

and integrating multimedia  

contents create a completely 

new meeting experience with  

colleagues and clients. 

Video collaboration for every location 

Overcome distances 
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vertical Apps

vertical Communications

vertical Link

Business IT

vertical Fabric

vertical Plus
21

With vertical nothing is as it was.

vertical makes technical complexity obsolete in the company.

 

With vertical you get everything you need to be digitally successful. Along with 

high quality end devices, vertical has all the apps, connects your locations and 

integrates your individual business applications.

SIMPLICITY 
REDEFINED 



Calendar
Excel Online
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VERTICAL
APPS
All the apps you need for your 

daily work are at your disposal.  

Decide for yourself when you 

would like to use what.

At one click your application is 

available. There are no compli- 

cated installations with vertical.

In addition to the favorite  

standard apps like Office and  

Acrobat, vertical offers a number  

of applications specific to depart-

ments and branches which improve  

productivity in your business. 

You don’t need to worry about 

updates any more. vertical makes 

sure in the background that you 

can always work with the latest 

version.

By the way, with vertical you no 

longer have to buy your apps,  

but can use them as needed on a 

monthly rental basis for as long 

as you need them. And when 

your project is finished you simply  

return them. 

 

Available with one click 
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VERTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
All communication media merged into a single application: Telephone services, video, chats,  

online meetings and screen transfer.

KONFERENZRÄUME
With vertical Conference we provide an innovative plug & play platform that easily 

substitutes the traditional and boring conference rooms.

VERTICAL FILE
File synchronization and release for your company data. Promotes mobile work and 

the secure exchange of files with colleagues and partners.

CLOUD TELEFONIE
With vertical Voice we offer you the modern cloud telephony system for your 

business communication.

E-MAIL 

Your emails, contacts, calendar and tasks. Available on all devices and always synchronized.

Driving the world together 

vertical has the tools that help 

your team to be creative together, 

to make new plans and to reach 

your targets. As of now, you can 

work together with your col-

leagues at any time interactively.

By speaking, through video and 

text. Regardless of where you 

are. With all the end devices and 

across media boundaries. This  

makes planning, organizing and 

controlling projects and tasks a 

piece of cake. And since clients 

and partners are an important 

part of your success they can be  

integrated at the touch of a button 

in the communication world.
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VERTICAL 
LINK

vertical Link provides all your locations with a high-speed  

network and extensive WLAN for employees and guests.  

Moreover, vertical Link provides secure access to the Internet 

and the fastest connection to the vertical Fabric.

This all operates on a plug-and-play basis and is  

monitored, secured and maintained 24 hours a day by  

the vertical Operations Center. 

vertical Link is also the interface where your exis-

ting printers and any special systems required at 

the location are integrated into vertical. 

With vertical Link all of your locations are 

fully serviced.

The server room is a thing of the past
Network

Business IT Integration

WLAN

Printer Integration

Security

Internet
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BUSINESS IT
You are unique and we support that 

PROMOTE DIGITALIZATION 
vertical provides the foundation for your innovations of tomorrow.

INTEGRATE THE EXISTING 
We integrate your existing applications and data seamlessly in vertical.

dy in the company or are to be  

introduced in future as part of the 

digitalization projects – seamless-

ly in vertical. A data center is no  

 longer required.

This is how vertical blends the 

best of both worlds: Standard 

Every company has something 

that makes it unique. We know this 

and have deliberately left room in 

vertical for individuality. 

We integrate your business IT – 

that could be special applications, 

data or devices which are alrea-

which always fits combined with 

the special applications that  

ensure your success. Because you 

are unique and we support that.

Digitalization

Applications

Interfaces

Data

Devices
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VERTICAL
FABRIC
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A look behind the scenes 

vertical is more than the end  

devices and apps which you can 

see. The entire nervous system of 

vertical is bundled in the core of 

the solution, in the Fabric. 

The vertical Fabric is a modern 

ecosystem consisting of a high-

end data center, standardized 

production processes, an unin-

terrupted operating concept and  

innovative development.

This is where things are  

computed, processed, saved 

and secured - 24 hours a day,  

365 days a year. For one target:  

To make our clients forget that IT 

was ever a problem.  

DEVELOPMENT 

OPERATIONS CENTERDATA CENTER

PRODUCTION

We are always working on making vertical  

even better so that you can be as productive

as possible.

We make sure that the entire vertical  

infrastructure operates smoothly around the 

clock and that it is secure. If you have questions 

or are experiencing problems, you can  

always call here.

This is where your data is located, secured and 

made highly available. Our mirrored data center 

is situated in Frankfurt am Main, Germany and 

meets all industry standards for a secure  

infrastructure.

This is where we prepare the vertical end  

devices and apps so that you can start working 

right when you switch on and can enjoy  

unlimited access to all your data.
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VERTICAL 
PLUS

NO MORE IT
vertical is provided ready to use and offers  

complete support. No further support is required by  

an IT department.

24/7 SERVICE
We want our clients to become fans. Should a  

question or a problem arise, we provide a solution. 

Without any further ado and without any additional 

costs. Until we see a smile.

ALWAYS UP2DATE
Our product development is always scanning the  

market for innovations. We then integrate worth- 

while solutions into vertical and make them available 

to you.

PAY AS YOU GO
You can’t know today what you’ll need tomorrow or 

how strong you’ll grow. That’s why all our services 

are available to you any time and on a monthly flat 

rate basis.

We want to make companies ligh-

ter so that they can move faster. 

That’s why we are developing 

vertical. vertical makes technical 

complexity in companies obsolete. 

To do this we dare to tear down 

walls. We promote individuality 

only where it is valuable for the 

success of the company. 

vertical is made for people who 

aim for simplicity. It doesn’t  

matter if these people work in  

large or small companies.

What makes vertical special 
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WORK ON VERTICAL

Start vertical Designer

vertical.de/designer

Configure your company Discover a new way to work 

ORDER NOW
+49 6196 80 170
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www.vertical.de
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